2019 HRS Pre-Conference Topics Survey
Thank you for taking our survey! Let us know what you would like to see at the conference!

Name

Company

Paul Zerkel

Quincy Farm & Home

1. Below is a list of topics we plan to cover at the conference.
Select all that you are interested in. If there are topics missing,
please list them in the “Other” comment box.




















Roadmap
What’s New in Host
EDI 810 Auto-matching
Host commands in IBM i System Administration features
DC Replenishment
Work with Receivers
Store (Overview)
BOGO
Gateway (Overview and in-depth)
Gift Card Manager
Verifone & What’s New in PPN
SQL Training (Store and Host)
How to find HRS Documentation
Web CTS
Defender
Insights
ProfiTier
API’s
Other (please specify)
SQL training for host more than for store (I am already reasonable proficient in MS SQL, but the iSeries Query
language is foreign to me.)
Also would be interested in hearing about High Availability (HA) Can xStore or Store 4.0 run with clustered Windows?
Finally, I believe we are the only HRS customer still doing our own annual physical inventories. I would like to better
understand more about how this works. What happens when an item is counted early in the day, then sold before the
inventory is closed? What if the count is made after the item sells?
Is there a reasonable path to forgo annual physical inventory and switch to a cycle count system where fast moving
items get counted more often than annually, but everything gets counted at least annually? Sometimes I get the feeling
that our people trust the counts the month they have inventories, but not so much the other 11 months of the year.

2. What would you like to know about API’s?
General overview. How many are there? Which ones do I need to know about
for our environment.
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3. What topics do you want us to cover in Gateway?
Installation and use. Is there a benefit to installing it if we are still on xStore?

4. We received many requests to cover SQL. Select all that apply.
Please narrow your requests to CTS or HRS related topics.





How does SQL work?
How does everything connect in SQL?
How do I build reports in SQL?
What are tables I can query to certain business areas (ex: sales transactions,
inventory, products, etc.)
 Review recommended Housekeeping steps to maintain database
 Other (please specify)

It seems we are updating tables in SQL more often that we should be.
Example tax holidays. Would be nice if some of those things had menu
selectable items to run.

5. What type of IBM i commands/features are you interested in
learning about?
Querying the data. Query/400?? syntax. What are the data structures?
Host sytsems upgrades; We have been having HRS do them for us, but I
suspect that we could do our own. It is just scary the 1st time, and would like to
know how we could receive hand-holding for our 1st DIY attempt.
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6. What are common CTS requests we can address at the
conference?

7. What would you like us to cover on WMS?







Functions (shipping, receiving, pack sizes, putaway)
Picking (Voice, RF, Batch, Item)
Travel Path Optimization
Measures of Productivity
WMS 1 vs. WMS 2
Other (please specify)

How it integrates with the equipment in our warehouse, and when do we
turn to Horizon vs Optimus for issues?

8. How can we improve your conference experience?
An honest evaluation of the state of Store 4.0. Despite seeing in a recent system admin newsletter that Olney
Rural King was about to go live with Store 4.0; I was in that store Jan 23, 2019 and the register I checked out
on was running xStore 2.93 SP10. I asked the Cashier if they were running or about to run new software. She
had no idea what I was talking about.
The biggest issue I see that Store 4.0 lacks is a real BOGO. Eveyone who asked for that type feature at our
stores wants to be able to run specials that are usually along the lines of "Buy two (or three), get one of the
same or similar free. For example buy two Wrangler jeans, get one pair free. But they do not all have to be the
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same SKU.

